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A smart, sexy business publication for the visitors who produced Trading Up a bestseller: the tale
of a London society girl who built probably the most talked-about footwear brands in the world.
The Towering World of Jimmy Choo examines the world's apparently insatiable appetite for high
end goods by telling the behind-the-scenes tale of one of the most talked-about brands of our
age group. Twelve years afterwards, Jimmy Choo is children name, and Tamara still presides over
what's now probably the most successful luxury brands on the planet, well worth some $350
million. Jimmy Choo was a London shoemaker with a few famous clients when Tamara Yeardye,
a London culture gal, convinced him to release a factory-produced luxury shoe line. But on the
way she was examined at every convert. Compelling to supporters of both style and business,
The Towering Globe of Jimmy Choo requires readers into a complicated and rarified world. And
every term of it really is true. The story of how the Jimmy Choo brand surely got to where it is
today is among love, hate, sex, fashion, finance, drugs, celebrity, power, intrigue, and ambition.
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Mellon, that's...the rich. How they live, and how they are soaked like WalMart junkies by brand
names catering with their supposed uppity buying choices. A shoe is a shoe as poor Jimmy
wished to believe. Anything can be taken to another level. Nevertheless, when it's strictly for the
money and branding, it turns into rather pathetic.I assume this book would be entertaining if
you value Jimmy Choo shoes.I believe this Is a slight different version from Tamara’s, but Even
has the same order. Great business of fashion book I really enjoyed this book about luxury
footwear brand Jimmy Choo. It's ideal for anyone who is certainly interested in the business of
fashion, or for anyone who adores her Choos. Choo opened up his first store in London in
August 1996. Sociable history of a unique adornment Fascinating personal social history of how
exactly we adorn our lives. The authors usually do not elaborate on anything. They'll say,
"Tamara worked at Vogue. After a season of working at Vogue she. It really is giving me tips for
my business and my publication! His wife’s niece, Sandra Choi, helped him with the designs and
assisting his clients.. – with and without Jimmy Choo.! Her posh English accent is the perfect
match for this made-in-England tale. I will finish this reserve and edit my review when I do(if I
can). Copycat This is the exact same book as Tamara Mellon’s memoires only defending her rival
Robert R. I don't care for their designs that much. Such a boring read Ok, I've just gotten through
about 60 webpages of the book, but what I have read is boring with a capital B. Extremely
complete and personal, reveals the everydaylife of how a exclusive personal adornment has
developed... The Towering Globe of Jimmy Choo It was thus boring in parts.it seemed as though
the author kept repeating herself. I heartily recommend the Audible version, narrated by Rosalyn
Landor. Five Stars Just as described! Will purchase from this vendor again! Five Stars Very
inspirational story!. I discover her rise to Jimmy Choo uneventful: private-school-tought girl that
loves style. This is not a publication about Jimmy Choo, the person, the individual from Malaysia
who produced his first footwear in 1969 for his mother – ‘classic dark slingbacks with a diamante
buckle. The initial two – power and earnings – are abundant, but the pursuit of the perfect shoe
gets lost available hype. Ambition for breakfast The Jimmy Choo Tale: Power, Profits and the
Quest for the Perfect Footwear is nearly aptly titled.’ Learning the shoe trade from his dad, and
studying in England, Jimmy Choo (1948-) rented a little workshop in London, making great shoes.
That is about the business enterprise of J. Choo Ltd." They don't explain anything. The
publication commences, not really with Jimmy Choo, but with Tamara Yeardye (today Mellon) –
which is no effective opener. She was with Vogue magazine in 1991, at age 24, as an associate to
fashion director Sarajane Hoare, when she convinced Jimmy Choo to release a factory-produced
line of shoes.. Rather, the writers provide you with a full-out map of the luxury goods universe as
it swirled, dipped and soared throughout the nineties and the aughts. was established (with 50%
of the shares each to Tamara and Jimmy), although Jimmy still worked in the workshop.. The
authors obviously did their analysis, and it shows. By 2001 the business was thriving. Full-out
map of the luxury goods universe as it swirled, dipped and soared in the '90s and '00s This
fascinating, detailed account from co-authors Lauren Goldstein Crowe and Sagra Maceira de
Rosen offers you far more than just a rat-a-tat tale of the rise of Jimmy Choo (the business and,
to a smaller extent, the person). Choo Ltd. If you want behind-the-moments business tales as I
really do, you're in for a treat with this book. I read a review on my Shopaholic's Daily Calendar
and believed it sounded interesting, but I was really disappointed. Wow, amazing. And, her
elegant pronunciation of the numerous French names, companies and products that training
course through the telling demonstrate her to become a most motivated choice. I went into the
book thinking it might be All About Tamara. Hence J..Waste materials of time Ah, ...Jimmy Choo's
co-founder, designer, general public face, and - as the regular wisdom went - the driving force



behind the business. To the authors' credit through, while providing Ms. Mellon her due, they
identify the true drivers as Mellon's dad, Tommy Yeardye, and Robert Bensoussan, the CEO of
the business during its pivotal growth years.
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